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FASCISM

• Far-right political movement born in Italy at the beginning of
the XX century, founded by Benito Mussolini

• Nationalist - authoritarian - autocratic – totalitarian

• Cult of Ancient Rome

• From latin «fascis» (fasces): in Ancient Rome, the weapon
carried by the lictors, which consisted of a bundle of
wooden sticks tied with strips of leather, normally around an
axe, to represent the power of life and death over the
Roman condemned



FASCIST REGIME

31 October 1922

March on Rome

25 July 1943

Arrest of Mussolini

«Ventennio fascista» or «Ventennio» (period of 20 years)



SCHOOL REFORM

• 1923 by Giovanni Gentile

• Compulsory education: 12 → 14

• Class-conscious:

• classical-humanistic branch for leaders 

• vocational branch for “common folk”

• Humanistic subjects over mathematics and science



SCHOOL REFORM



BOOKS AND PROPAGANDA

• School textbooks, notebooks, diaries and report

cards exalted fascism through images, a quick and

effective tool, and through content

• In children's books the Duce became a warrior on

horseback (remembering a lead toy soldier) or a

fairytale knight who acquired miraculous powers

• Fascism insisted on the multiplicity of the figure of

the Duce, the paternal aspect, the idea of strength

and courage, patriotism

«BOOK AND MUSKET

PERFECT FASCIST»



BOOKS AND PROPAGANDA

The school was conceived as a factory
where to produce consensus and teach the
cult of the Duce.

Even in explaining mathematics the
examples were taken from the fascist world.

The pupil was at the center of a total
involvement, of an oppressive presence of
the State that took the form of his dreams,
his games, his experience. «How many Balillas do you see?»





OPERA NAZIONALE BALILLA (ONB)

• Youth organization functioning between 1926 and

1937

• In 1937 → GIL (Gioventù Italiana del Littorio): youth

section of the National Fascist Party

• Balilla: nickname of Giovan Battista Perasso

(Genoese child that, in 1746, incited the population

against the occupiers of the Habsburg Empire, during

the War of the Austrian Succession)



OPERA NAZIONALE BALILLA (ONB)

AGE BOYS GIRLS

6 – 8 Figli della Lupa (Children of the Wolf)

8 – 14 Balilla
Piccole Italiane

(Little Italians)

14 – 18
Avanguardisti

(Avant-gardist)

Giovani Italiane

(Young Italians)

18 – 22

Fasci Giovanili di 

Combattimento

(Young Fighting Fasces)

Giovani Fasciste

(Young Fascists)



BOYS

• Paramilitary education

• Training and military preparation

• Train a “citizen-soldier, ready to wield the spade and musket”



GIRLS

• “Women had to be strong in order to be good mothers, who know that they have

to give children not only to the family, but also to the Motherland. ”

• Physical education, home economics, childcare and nursing.



SABATO FASCISTA (FASCIST SATURDAY)

• Cultural, sporting, paramilitary and political activities

• For the students, gymnastic activities were planned, to keep fit and to show

off their ability and physical prowess

• Refraining from these activities could lead to repercussions



SABATO FASCISTA (FASCIST SATURDAY)

• The boys, in uniform, had to follow courses in fascist doctrine and perform
gymnastic exercises, such as handle the musket, throw themselves through
circles of fire, do vaults



SABATO FASCISTA (FASCIST SATURDAY)

• The girls, in white blouses and black skirts, swirled circles, clubs, flags and

performed in running and jumping


